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1 Introduction

It is generally believed that understanding the nature of the big bang requires insights from

quantum gravity. An appealing feature of inflation is that one can temporarily sidestep

the unknown mysterious ultraviolet (UV) completion of general relativity in drawing ob-

servational consequences of the early universe. Yet, not all UV sensitivity is lost as Planck

suppressed corrections tend to drive the inflaton mass to values larger than the Hubble scale

during inflation. Large field inflation highlights this sensitivity to Planck scale physics even

further. As the inflaton traverses a super-Planckian distance in field space, its potential

is subject to all Planck suppressed corrections, not only the leading ones. It is therefore

natural to ask whether some general properties of quantum gravity can provide a guiding

principle for inflationary scenarios of this type.

Some folk properties of quantum gravity, based on black hole physics, are succinctly

summarized in the so-called “weak gravity conjecture” (WGC) [2, 3]. This conjecture ap-

plies readily to particles and gauge fields, but the generalization to other p-form fields is less

apparent. Such generalizations are important since axions, which arise from higher-form

fields in string theory, are popular inflaton candidates for large field inflation. The WGC for

axions and the instantons that couple to them was recently studied and some initial steps

in formulating the criteria for large field inflation were addressed in [1]. Interestingly, the

criteria on the axion field range agrees with those obtained by analyzing the gravitational

instantons of the axion potential [4] and general expectations on the axion moduli space [5].

The quantum gravity constraints on large field inflation recently found [1, 4, 5] are

most apparent in natural inflation [6]. The WGC summarizes the generic problem one

faces: the flatness of the inflaton potential requires the axion decay constant to be super-

Planckian which is precisely when higher order instanton corrections become important.

The bound in [1] precisifies the domain of analytic control. To get around this problem,
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several inflationary scenarios with multiple axions have been proposed [7–13]. Nonetheless,

the convex hull condition (CHC) stated in [1, 14] enables one to diagnose whether such

more general models can evade the bound. Except for models with monodromy [15–19],

many of the axion inflation models are severely constrained by the weak gravity conjecture

and appear to reside in the “swampland” [20].

Unlike the single axion case, defining the maximum field range for multiple axions is

subtle. Several proxies of the axion field range have been suggested in the literature. In [1]

we presented a bound on one such proxy. Here, we show that the criteria stated in [1] also

bounds the “diameter” defined in [21]. It is conceivable that the same methodology will

apply to other proxies as well.

As with other “no-go theorems”, a clearly stated result also makes clear the possible

loopholes. Indeed, an idea to evade the stringent bound on the axion field range has been

suggested in [5] and [1]. This suggestion has recently been taken up by [21, 22]. We will

elaborate further on this idea and point out a number of hurdles that putative large field

inflation models would need to overcome. Our conclusion is that the models that attempt

to exploit these loopholes are unlikely to have consistent UV embeddings.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we prove that a set of instantons that

satisfies the CHC define a “diameter” of axion field space bounded from above. Thus,

whenever the ‘dominant’ instantons satisfy the CHC one can rigorously exclude natural

inflation. In section 3 we discuss what it would entail to employ the loophole suggested

in [5] and [1]. Finally, we offer our conclusions.

2 Technical issues: the axion “decay constants”

We will consider a Lagrangian of the following form:1

L = −1

2

N
∑

i=1

∂µc
i∂µci − Λ4

M
∑

k=1

e−mk

(

1− cos
(

~Qk · ~c
))

(2.1)

We have chosen to canonically normalize the kinetic terms at the expense of having non-

integral charges ~Qk. The vector indices on ~c, ~Qk run over all axions, of which there are N ,

while the index k runs over a set of instantons which is assumed to satisfy the CHC (this

automatically implies that M ≥ N and guarantees the eventual stabilization of all axions).

Now, a general Lagrangian of the form (2.1) may be quite complicated and the notion

of an ‘axion decay constant’ is somewhat ambiguous [13]. It is nevertheless useful to have

a quick diagnostic tool in order to determine at a glance when inflation may occur. In [1]

the eigenvalues of Q⊤Q were studied as a proxy for field range. It was demonstrated that

whenever the WGC is satisfied, the eigenvalues of this matrix (roughly corresponding to

the inverse decay constants squared) will be larger than some fixed O(1) constant, as long

as one stays in a regime of parametric control, i.e. mk > 1, ∀k.2 However, it has been

suggested that a better measure for the possibility of inflation is just the net field range as

1We will use conventions in which Mp = 1.
2There is technically an order 1 constant, r(p,d) discussed in [1] which defines what we mean by ‘para-

metric control’. Here, we will ignore this subtlety since it will not affect our main points.
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constrained by the periodicity of the cosine terms. This is the field diameter, “D” defined

in [13]. In this section, we will show that this parameter is also constrained by the CHC

to be less than 2π within the regime of parametric control. The proof presented here is

similar to the one given in [1], though the proxy that is targeted is different.3

The diameter, D, is defined as follows. First, pick a unit normalized vector ~c0. This

vector defines a line in field space which we will parameterize as s~c0. We may associate a

diameter with this line by constraining the argument of each cosine to lie between −π and

π. In other words, we must require s to satisfy:

− π ≤ s ~Qk · ~c0 ≤ π ∀k (2.2)

The strongest constraint obviously comes from the largest ~Qk · ~c0. We may thus define a

diameter for this particular line as:

D(~c0) =
2π

maxk( ~Qk · ~c0)
(2.3)

The largest possible diameter is then written as D = sup{~c0}D(~c0).

We now show that the CHC implies that ∀~c0, D(~c0) ≤ 2π if one is in the regime of

parametric control, i.e. if mk > 1, ∀k. To see this, recall that the WGC implies that the

following vectors form a convex hull that contains the unit ball:

~zk =
~Qk

mk
(2.4)

This is equivalent to the statement that any normalized vector ~c0 may be written as:

ρ~c0 =
∑

k

αk~zk =
∑

k

αk

mk

~Qk (2.5)

where ρ ≥ 1 and
∑

k αk = 1. Now, suppose on the contrary that D(~c0) > 2π. Equa-

tion (2.3) would then imply:
~Qk · ~c0 < 1, ∀k (2.6)

If we define qij ≡ ~Qi · ~Qj , then the equation above may be written more conveniently as:

∑

j

αj

mj
qjk < ρ, ∀k (2.7)

Now, square (2.5) and then plug in equation (2.7):

ρ2 =
∑

ij

αiαj

mimj
qij (2.8)

=
∑

i

αi

mi





∑

j

αj

mj
qij





3As in [1], we focus here on constraints from the electric form of the WGC. Applications of the magnetic

version to axion inflation have been studied in [23].
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< ρ
∑

i

αi

mi

< ρ

In the last line we have used
∑

k αk = 1 from the convex hull condition and also mk >

1 since we are in the regime of parametric control. We have thus derived ρ2 < ρ, in

contradiction with the convex hull condition which requires ρ ≥ 1. We therefore conclude

that D(~c0) ≤ 2π. In cases where the dominant instantons are the ones satisfying the CHC it

is therefore impossible to construct a well-controlled model with diameters larger than 2π.

3 Conceptual issues: attempts to evade the constraints

We have seen that a potential generated by instantons that satisfy the CHC is likely not

suitable for inflation, since the range over which this potential is smooth enough is always

sub-Planckian. One way to evade this problem is to assume that the instantons generating

the convex hull give negligible contributions, and, on top of them, some other dominant

instanton effects generate a long range potential.

It is in principle possible to formulate numerous ‘strong’ variants of the WGC that are

sufficiently robust to rule out such possibilities. Indeed, any formulation which requires that

‘dominant’ instantons are the ones which generate the convex hull would suffice, where the

notion of dominance may be precisely defined according to some tolerance on the instanton

actions or the slow roll parameters. However, without further UV input, it is impossible

to uniquely choose among these options.

A weaker version of the ‘strong form’ was offered in [1] as an attempt at a minimal

self-consistent generalization of the single-particle ‘strong form’ of [2]. Recall that for

a single U(1) gauge field (or a single axion) the mild-WGC requires the existence of a

super extremal particle (instanton) while the strong form requires that the lightest charged

particle be super extremal. For systems with multiple U(1) fields (or multiple axions), the

mild form translates into the convex hull condition of [14], which can be stated as the

requirement that in any (rational) direction in charge space there must exist a state (with

charge vector pointing along that direction, but not necessarily bound) whose charge-to-

mass ratio exceeds that of an extremal black hole. The generalization stated in [1] proposed

that the lightest state (again not necessarily bound) along each (rational) charge direction

must be super-extremal.

It is easy to construct effective inflationary Lagrangians that satisfy the mild-WGC but

violate these stronger formulations even in the case with a single axion, as already described

in [1]. It is instructive to analyze in some detail these possibilities, independent of which ver-

sion (if any) of the WGC is ultimately satisfied. Let us assume that the potential for an ax-

ion receives two types of contributions, which for the canonically normalized axion c reads:

V = Λ4 e−m

[

1− cos

(

c

f

)]

+ Λ4 e−M

[

1− cos

(

k c

f

)]

, (3.1)

where k ∈ Z. The first term could lead to a suitable inflationary potential if f > Mp, while

remaining under parametric control would require m > 1. Since this term has fm > Mp,
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one would need to use the second term in the potential to satisfy the WGC, hence requiring
fM
k < Mp. Finally, the latter instanton corrections should be negligible with respect to the

former, which would require m < M .

An unusual property of the scenario described above is that (in the particle picture)

the more massive state (M) is super-extremal (that is, (Mass) < (Charge)), while the

lightest state (m) is sub-extremal. To be clear, the extremality bound mentioned here

is the one that applies to macroscopic black holes; the mass of microscopic particles can

consistently sink below the bound. However, going below the bound is a purely quantum

property (essentially it is the Casimir energy in perturbative string examples), and is hence

expected to have a stronger effect on light states than on heavy ones. For example, we

consider SO(32) heterotic on T 6, as discussed in [2]. In our conventions, the spectrum is:

M =
√
2
(

Q2
L + 2NL − 2

)1/2
(3.2)

One must set NL = 0 in order to find a state which satisfies the convex hull condition.

Moreover, when NL = 0, one sees that QL/M is monotonically decreasing as a function of

M . In other words, the generators of the convex hull are, in this case, the particles with the

smallest mass while realizing the suggested loophole would require just the opposite. Such

a phenomenon has never been observed in a controlled setting. Moreover, a problem could

arise if the particles satisfying the CHC were very massive, as suggested by the loophole,

since then they would be within the regime of sugra and thus describe unphysical naked

singularities.

It therefore seems very plausible that the instantons with lowest action (the main

contributions to the potential) satisfy the CHC and therefore lead to sub-Planckian field

ranges by the derivation in section 2. Moreover, there is no known example in string theory

where the the convex hull is generated by subdominant instantons.

Let us nevertheless suppose that these challenges can be met and consider the gener-

alization to cases with more axions where new ingredients can be used. In particular, we

focus on axion alignment. The general idea is nevertheless unchanged: in order to obtain

a suitable inflaton potential one needs a set of negligible “spectator” instantons that en-

sure that the WGC is satisfied and, on top of them, a set of dominant non-perturbative

contributions that generate a potential smooth enough along a large field range.

We will address in the following certain ideas that have been brought up recently which

can be related to the use of this loophole to generate large field inflation. Hopefully, our

discussion will clarify a few confusing points, and point out important difficulties that these

methods have to face to achieve their goals.

3.1 Gravitational instantons

The authors of [4] took a bottom-up approach to study quantum gravitational effects on

effective models of natural inflation. They studied a low energy field theory consisting solely

of N axion fields φi coupled to gravity and found a set of instantonic solutions (referred

to as “gravitational instantons”) of the equations of motion. The effective Lagrangian of
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such a theory reads

L =
1

2

(

∂~φ
)T

· G ·
(

∂~φ
)

−
∑

~n∈ZN

Λ4 e−S~n

[

1− cos
(

~nT · ~φ
)]

(3.3)

This Lagrangian is written in a basis such that the periodicity of the axions is φi ≡ φi+2π

while the kinetic term G can be non-diagonal.

As described in [4], for each vector ~n ∈ Z
N , there exists a gravitational instanton with

classical action

S
(0)
~n = M

√

~nT · G−1 · ~n (3.4)

withM =
√
6π
8 .4 Such instantons generically generate potentials with sub-Planckian ranges,

a result which is in line with the WGC [4]. However, these instanton solutions were found

in a low energy approximation, and cannot be trusted microscopically, i.e. for low values

of |~n| < |~n|min. Moreover, the small values of ~n are precisely the ones which are important

for generating the convex hull, since these are the ones for which the quantum corrections

are most relevant and so it is not clear how much can be learned from a pure gravitational

analysis.

Nevertheless, let us consider the approach taken in [4], and later also advocated in [21],

in which kinetic mixing putatively allows one to make the contributions of these gravita-

tional instantons very small and, on top of them, could allow for some sizable extra non-

perturbative effects whose contributions are dominant and generate a long range potential.

The Lagrangian for such a theory would look like

L =
1

2

(

∂~φ
)T

·G ·
(

∂~φ
)

−
∑

~n∈ZN

Λ4 e−S~n

[

1− cos
(

~nT · ~φ
)]

−
∑

k

Λ4 e−S̃k

[

1− cos
(

~nT
k · ~φ

)]

(3.5)

where on top of the gravitational instantons that satisfy the CHC, there are some extra

contributions labeled by an index k that generate the inflaton potential (and hence by

themselves do not satisfy the CHC).5 This setup represents precisely the loophole that

was mentioned before. We will address this possibility in the following and will point out

several severe difficulties in its realization.

3.2 Extra contributions

The first question one needs to ask when one has identified the objects that satisfy the WGC

and wants to invoke the loophole to generate large field inflation is: what are the extra

non-perturbative contributions that generate the dominant potential? From the low energy

perspective of the previous subsection, the origin of such new effects is mysterious, since in

an effective theory consisting purely of axions and gravity, the only non-perturbative effects

we know about are the described “gravitational instantons”. In order to find such extra

contributions, one would need to add extra ingredients to the low energy theory. One

4The correct value for M was estimated in [21].
5It is important to notice that the extra contributions must come from a different type (family) of

objects other than the instantons that satisfy the WGC: ‘bound states’ (i.e. higher harmonics) of sub-

extremal instantons are not expected to become super-extremal.
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possibility would be to include gauge fields and hence “gauge instantons” (e.g. gaugino

condensation) in the theory.

However, one has to take into account that the “gravitational instanton” solutions

were found in the absence of these new ingredients. When the latter are taken into account

(e.g. when gauge fields are added), the “gravitational solutions” would be modified, and it

is important to address the consequences. In fact, it is not straightforward to assume that

“gravitational instantons” and “gauge instantons” are different things that coexist simulta-

neously. In particular, this dichotomy seems to implicitly assume that “gauge instantons”

somehow do not couple to gravity. On the contrary, one would need to find two different

sets (“gravitational” and “gauge”) of back-reacted instanton solutions to the equations of

motion, and study their properties.

The picture is perhaps clearer from a top-down string perspective. A useful setup is

that of type II string theory with axions that arise from the reduction of RR p-forms along

p dimensional cycles. We will focus for concreteness on the case p = 4. In the absence of

gauge branes (and under the assumption that the dilatonic partners of these axions are

stabilized at a high scale),6 the low energy theory contains just axions coupled to gravity,

and hence the “gravitational instantons” described previously should be present. From the

string perspective, the instanton effects that generate a potential for these RR axions are

given by Euclidean D3-branes wrapping the 4-cycles. Hence, it is natural to identify the

low energy “gravitational instantons” with the stringy Euclidean branes, as was argued

already in [4]. It should not be surprising that these instantons satisfy the WGC since, in

the absence of other ingredients, they are the only effects (that we know of) that generate

a potential for the axions.

Now the idea to generate large field inflation is to add some extra ingredient to the

setup, say gauge fields. This can be achieved by wrapping some of the 4-cycles with

D7-branes. Of course, the presence of the gauge branes would have a strong impact on

the instantonic Euclidean D3-branes that generated the low-energy “gravitational instan-

tons”. In fact, gaugino condensation on a D7-brane can be interpreted as arising from

“fractional” euclidean D3-branes wrapping the same cycle as the D7-branes. The picture

is even more clear in the lift to F/M-theory, where both gaugino condensation and Eu-

clidean D3-branes are represented by M5-branes wrapping the 4-cycles and the fibered

torus. Hence, it seems misleading to consider “gravitational instantons” and “gauge in-

stantons” as different objects that contribute simultaneously to the potential of the same

axions. As the simplest example, if there is a single 4-cycle in the system, one would con-

sider “gravitational instantons”/Euclidean D3-branes if the cycle is not wrapped by a D7,

OR “gauge instantons”/“fractional” D3-branes if the cycle is wrapped by a D7; but not

both simultaneously.7 In this case the axion associated with a cycle wrapped by a gauge

6In fact, the presence of light dilatonic partners of the axions could have a very important effect on the

“gravitational instanton” solutions, [24].
7Of course, we are not claiming that there will be a single instanton contribution for each axion. As

in (3.3), one would generically have contributions along each direction ~n in ‘charge’ space, i.e. higher har-

monics (they could be interpreted as ‘bound states’ of elementary instantons, particles in a dual language).

What one needs in order to use the loophole is a different family of instantons besides the one that satisfies

the WGC.
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brane receives only contributions from “gauge instantons”, these would need to satisfy the

CHC by themselves, and hence would not be useful in generating a large field potential.8

So our first conclusion is that in order to use the loophole to generate large field infla-

tion in a complete setup, one needs to carefully address the origin of the different families

of instantons: the spectator instantons that satisfy the WGC, and the dominant instantons

that generate the inflationary potential. This is a crucial first step that has not been care-

fully discussed so far (with the exception of [22], on which we will briefly comment later).

3.3 Suppressing the spectator instantons

Once these instantons are identified, one would need to address the questions of why the

spectator instantons are highly suppressed with respect to the dominant instantons, and

why would the latter generate a large field range.

The authors of [4] argued that, by kinetically aligning a set of N axions, one could reach

regimes in which the smaller gravitational instanton actions would be enhanced by a factor

of
√
N and hence the gravitational instanton contributions would be highly suppressed for

large N . This suppression of the “instanton number” ‖~n‖ ≡
√
~nT · G−1 · ~n was later shown

to be statistically generic in the large N limit in [21].

This, however, does not imply that the gravitational instantons would be suppressed

with respect to the dominant instantons (to which we will refer as gauge instantons despite

the concerns raised in the previous subsection). Kinetic alignment affects equally all types

of instantons: a generic instanton contribution along the direction ~n should be suppressed

by the invariant length in charge space given by ‖~n‖.
The classical actions for gravitational instantons and gauge instantons of the inflation-

ary Lagrangian (3.5) read, respectively,

S
(0)
~n = M ‖~n‖ , S̃

(0)
~nk

= M̃ ‖~nk‖ (3.6)

As mentioned before, ~n runs over all possible integer N -vectors, while ~nk should only point

in certain directions, so that a large field inflaton potential is indeed generated. In the

optimal case (the one considered by the authors of [4]), ~nk would be aligned with the

direction of shortest length in the axion domain, that is (~nk)
i = δik, (k = 1, . . . , N), so that

the dominant potential along the diagonal direction is as flat as possible.

One has to make sure that gravitational instanton contributions are negligible with

respect to those from gauge instantons9

S̃
(0)
~nk

< S
(0)
~n =⇒ M̃ < M

‖~n‖
‖~nk‖

(3.7)

8Technically, the map from instantons to particles used in [1] was described in the absence of gauge

branes, which would map to domain walls. We do not see an immediate obstacle in applying the arguments

that lead to the axionic version of the WGC in the presence of these domain walls, since black holes could

be studied arbitrarily far from the walls. This is nevertheless an important issue that would deserve further

study.
9We focus here on hierarchies generated by the classical instanton actions. Another perhaps more

contrived option which we will not consider here would be to tune the quantum corrections of the instanton

action.
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this hierarchy should hold for every k and for every ~n that contributes to the potential in

the inflationary (diagonal) direction. The fraction on the right hand side can always be

made equal to one by considering the case ~n = ~nk. It is hence a necessary condition that

M̃ < M . However, this is not always sufficient. In particular if there is some ~n for which

‖~n‖ < ‖~nk‖, condition (3.7) becomes stronger.

In fact, in the scenarios described in [4], the kinetic matrix G was chosen so that the

vector along the diagonal direction ~ndiag = (1, 1, . . . , 1) had a much smaller length than

any other vector, and in particular, ‖~ndiag‖ ≪ ‖ ~nk‖. In [21] it was shown that this is

actually a generic situation, and that instanton contributions along diagonal vectors, are

the least suppressed ones in models with large N and arbitrary kinetic mixing. As we see

from eq. (3.7), rather than an advantage, this is a drawback when trying to generate large

field inflation while satisfying the mild-WGC, since the hierarchy between gauge instantons

and spectator instantons needs to be stronger

M̃ < M
‖~ndiag‖
‖~nk‖

≪ M (3.8)

This is a first reason why it is more favorable to consider kinetic matrices such that vectors

along the diagonal direction in axion space are more suppressed than the rest.

We have described here how one would need to suppress the spectator “gravitational”

instantons with respect to the dominant “gauge” instantons in order to have large field

inflation. In a complete setup, after the first step of identifying what each family of

instantons corresponds to, one should make sure that the condition (3.7) holds. Since,

as mentioned before, it is not clear at all how such a first step is taken in any concrete

setup, we cannot say more about the reasons why the condition (3.7) should be satisfied.

3.4 Further issues

We would like to point out two further details that have to be addressed when considering

a Lagrangian such as (3.5). First of all, the effective inflaton potential generated by the

dominant instantons is

Veff =
∑

k

Λ4 e−S̃k

[

1− cos
(

~nT
k · ~φ

)]

, (3.9)

where the classical instanton actions are given by S̃
(0)
k = M̃‖ ~nk‖. As mentioned before,

the dominant instantons are assumed, in the optimal case, to take the form (~nk)
i = δik,

so that one can inflate along a diagonal long-range direction. However, as pointed out

in [4], in the absence of supersymmetry, once instantons with charges ~nk and ~nk′ are

included, there is generically no good reason to not include higher instanton corrections

with S̃
(0)
k+k′ = M̃‖~nk+k′‖ generated by “bound instanton states” along the direction ~nk+k′ =

~nk + ~nk′ .
10 Such bound states include instantons along the diagonal direction so if, as in

some examples with high kinetic mixing, ‖~ndiag‖ < ‖ ~nk‖, then instantons along the ~ndiag

10The picture is clear from the “dual” perspective where two particles of charge k and k
′ could form a

bound state that contributes to the effective action by running in loops.
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would be less suppressed than the “elementary” instantons, and would spoil the large range

of the potential. This is another fundamental reason to consider kinetic terms such that

the minimal length in charge space corresponds to the vectors (~nk)
i = δik.

Finally, let us mention another issue one needs to address if one takes seriously the

labels “gravitational” and “gauge” associated with the spectator instantons that satisfy the

WGC and to the dominant ones that generate the inflaton potential. Since the WGC has to

be satisfied in all directions in the space of axions, gravitational instantons need to generate

a (very small) mass for all the axions in the system. On the other hand, gauge instanton

effects (e.g. gaugino condensation) are only expected to generate a potential for those axions

that feel the gauge bosons, e.g. the axions associated with cycles wrapped by the gauge

branes. One would want to use these axions to inflate. However, in string compactifications,

one has generically many more axions than gauge branes. Axions associated with cycles

not wrapped by gauge branes would only be stabilized by gravitational instantons, and

their masses would be hierarchically smaller than those that feel the gauge instantons.

This means that the axions with an effectively trans-Planckian range would be much more

massive than axions whose range is sub-Planckian.

This situation is far from ideal. At best, both types of axions would have masses

lower than the Hubble scale in which case one would have a multi-field inflation scenario

in which the lightest fields have sub-Planckian range, and only the more massive one has

a trans-Planckian one. Of course, this is not the setup for simple natural inflation. One

way to avoid this would be to add as many dominant “gauge” instantons on top of the

spectator ones as there are axions. That is, one would have to make sure that the vectors

~nk span the N -dimensional space of charges. This would require wrapping a stack of gauge

branes around every independent cycle in the compactification manifold while satisfying

various other consistency criteria; a difficult feature to engineer in detail.

One interesting suggestion that sidesteps much of this discussion is that of [22], which

uses complex structure moduli as inflaton fields. These do not easily dualize to the RR fields

considered here and so this scenario (as far as we can tell) is not immediately eliminated

by the convex hull condition. Nevertheless, this scenario seems challenging to implement

in detail. It would be interesting to understand further if a more generalized version of the

WGC could place constraints on this class of models.

4 Conclusions

In this note we have shown that the WGC puts strong constraints on models of natural

inflation independent of the proxy used to define the inflaton range. If the dominant

instantons of the system satisfy the CHC, the resulting field range is necessarily sub-

Planckian. Thus, the WGC cannot accommodate natural inflation. Using the described

loophole to evade this constraint requires one to overcome several difficult hurdles. It is

an interesting possibility which deserves further study, but so far there is no compelling

evidence that it can be implemented in a UV complete framework.
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